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Abstract—Ear biometrics is gaining on popularity in recent
years. One of the major problems in the domain is that there are
no widely used, ear databases in the wild available. This makes
comparison of existing ear recognition methods demanding and
progress in the domain slower. Images that were taken under
supervised conditions and are then used to train classifiers in ear
recognition methods can in effect cause these classifiers classifiers
to fail under application in the wild. In this paper we propose a
new database which consists of ear images in the wild of known
persons taken from the Internet. This ensures different indoor
and outdoor lightning conditions, different viewing angles, occlu-
sions, and a variety of image sizes and quality. In experiments we
demonstrate that our database is more challenging than others.

I. INTRODUCTION

Ear as a physiological characteristic presents unique [1] and
stable data source for verification and identification methods.
It is a non-invasive source of biometric features unlike palms,
fingerprints or eyes, which require close user cooperation.
Compared to widely used non-invasive data source – facial
biometric features, it is insensitive to human facial expression
and largely also to aging [1]. This represents a strong case for
wider use of ear biometric data for person recognition.

(a) No occlusion (b) Occlusion by hair

(c) No occlusion but significant
angle

(d) Occlusion by earphones and
earrings

Fig. 1: Problems that occur when ear biometric data is captured
in the wild.

When building any recognition system it is important to
be able to impartially verify the performance of a system. To
do that two aspects regarding data must be fulfilled. Data used
must be as close to data in the wild as possible. This means
that the built system needs to use as similar data as possible
during evaluation and during final operation. The second aspect
is that when comparing different recognition systems same
impartial data source is used. Currently this is not the case
as different authors use different data sources, which makes
a comparison of results difficult. The reason for this is that
there is no widely used, freely available, and annotated ear
image database in the wild available. This slows down the
progress in this domain because it is not always clear, which
methods improve the overall performance and how much or if
the data used for evaluation is too laboratory-like with ears
in perfect alignment, photographs taken under the same or
similar illumination using the same photographic equipment.
Figure 1 shows possible difficulties that arise when taking ear
images from cases in the wild. Only Figure 1a represents an
ear without any disturbances, other three (1b, 1c, 1d) include
hair, earrings, significant angle and earphones.

When dealing with ear biometric data there are three main
steps to address [1]: ear detection, ear features detection and
person recognition. For the person recognition system in the
wild it is important to perform well in all of three steps –
each step facilitates the next one. However, we put emphasis
on the last two and dealt with the databases that already
contain only ear images. In that case, ear detection does not
represent a necessity (even though it might increase overall
performance [1]).

CVL (Computer Vision Laboratory, Faculty of Computer
and Information Science, University of Ljubljana) ear database
is set to change this and simplify the evaluation process. In this
paper we present our own (CVL) annotated ear database and
use SIFT [2], [1], [3] and HOG [4] [1], [5] for feature detection
and ear description. Further on, with the help of SVM [6]
we execute the process of verification on our own CVL ear
database and two existing databases WPUTEDB [7] and IIT
Delhi ear database [8].

In Section II we discuss existing databases and their main
properties. Section III presents CVL ear database, its main
features and main steps made during database preparation.
In Section IV the experiments that were undertaken to com-
pare the new CVL ear database with two existing ones are
described. The paper concludes in Section V with plans and
suggestions for future work.
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II. EXISTING DATABASES

In order to evaluate CVL ear database properly, existing
publicly available databases need to be overviewed. Some
databases require license, which can be obtained freely for
research purposes. We tested WPUTEDB [7] and IIT Delhi ear
database [8] and compared them with CVL ear database. These
two databases represent good examples due to their properties:
while WPUTEDB contains color images with occlusions,
varying angles and both left and right ears, the IIT Delhi ear
database contains only grayscale images of left ears with no
major occlusions present.

WPUTEDB
The database of The West Pommeranian Univer-
sity of Technology contains 3348 images of 421
subjects [7]. There are around 4 to 10 images per
subject. Occlusions are present including earrings
and hair. Images were taken under different indoor
lightning conditions and angles ranging from ap-
proximately 70° to 120°. Images contain left and
right ears (annotated in file names – L and R,
respectively), subject are of different age groups.

IIT Delhi ear database
The IIT Delhi ear database contains 493 grayscale
images of 125 subjects [8]. Number of images per
subject ranges from 3 to 6. No major occlusions
are present. Images were taken at different indoor
lightning conditions and contain only subjects’
right ears. All images were taken from the same
profile angle. The database also contains normal-
ized images (equal image dimensions, ears cen-
tered, tightly cropped and aligned with axes), but
in our tests we used the default (non-normalized)
images because this presents a bigger challenge
and is closer to the images taken in the wild.

University of Notre Dame databases
The ear databases of The University of Notre
Dame consist of multiple separate databases. They
contain 3480 3D and corresponding 2D profile
ear images of 952 subjects, averaging 3 to 4
images per subject, as well as 2D-only dataset
containing 464 images from 114 subjects [1], [9]
with the average of 4 images per subject. Images
were taken under different lightning conditions
and angles, and contain subjects’ left ears.

UBEAR dataset
The UBEAR dataset contains 4429 images from
126 subjects taken from both left and right
side [1] [10] with the average of 35 images
per subject. Images were taken under varying
lightning condition, varying angles and contain
occlusions. This database is interesting because
images were taken while subjects were moving.

While authors of some of the databases tried to simulate
conditions in the wild, images were still taken under sim-
ilar conditions using similar or the same tools. Images in
existing databases are also of high quality with rather large
resolutions (over 200 × 200 pixels in most cases). This is
something that cannot be guaranteed in the wild conditions,
where ear represents only a small part of a captured image
and where pose and illumination vary significantly. Another

property that existing databases share is that subjects were
never photographed at different life periods – time differences
span within days, weeks or mostly a year – not decades. In
CVL ear database presented in this paper and described in
Section III, these aspects were addressed to enable a thorough
evaluation of current and future ear recognition methods.

III. CVL EAR DATABASE

The Computer Vision Laboratory ear database consists of
804 images of 16 subjects. Images per subject range from
19 to 94. Subjects are well known persons with a lot of
freely available images, where ears are clearly visible and
sufficient image sizes are available. Images were taken under
different lightning conditions, indoor and outdoor. Images in
the database vary in size and quality. Majority of the images
are in color (11 images in grayscale) and under 200×200 pixels
in size, with the smallest image having dimensions of 18× 27
pixels. All images are stored in a Portable Network Graphics
format. Subjects were taken at different angles ranging from 0°
to 90° and beyond, to approximately 150°; where 0° represents
frontal image, 90° profile image and 150° image from behind
at an approximate angle of 30°. Occlusions are present in
the images, including earrings, hair, earphones etc. Another
important aspect is that images of subject were taken not only
at different times but also at subjects’ different life periods
– something that we were not able to find amongst existing
databases. Although we do not have the exact data regarding
subjects’ ages at the time the images were taken, we estimate
that the differences of some of the images are up to 30 years.

The process of building CVL ear database consists of two
main steps, as shown in Figure 2: web crawl that includes
image acquisition (described in Subsection III-A) and image
preparation that includes filtering of images and annotation
(described in Subsection III-B).

Annotation data is stored in a JSON format, which provides
smaller overhead than XML, but if needed, can still be
transformed into an arbitrary format. Images were manually
cropped and annotated. Each annotation data consist of a cor-
responding tragus center point, image dimensions, ear direction
and a file name. The center point is the location of the outer
area of tragus, as shown in the Figures 3a and 3b.

Image direction attribute describes the direction in which
the center of the ear is, and not necessarily whether the ear is
from the left or from the right side of the head. The reason
for this is that images uploaded on the Internet are often
mirrored. During image acquisition we noticed that sometimes
background behind subjects strongly indicated that the image
is mirrored – various labels and captions were mirrored.
Nevertheless, we still consider that ear direction could prove
to be useful parameter in the future, as in majority of cases
still indicates, which ear is in the image. Left and right ear
differ and this could be an important factor for a successful
person recognition [1] [10].
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Fig. 2: Diagram showing CVL ear database creation process

(a) Right direction (b) Left direction

Fig. 3: Two annotated images from the database with different
directions and annotated with center point. The point lies in the
outer area of tragus horizontal-wise and in the center vertical-
wise.

Tragus point could be proven useful when using concentric
circles as holistic descriptors [1] or when distance between
tragus and outline of the ear is used [11]. This also enables
researchers to put emphasis on ear recognition performance
and not ear (or ear-center) detection.

Of course, if a recognition system is built with the purpose
of operating, let us say, a real-time identification system,
annotation data would not be available. It would be on authors
to calculate the tragus center point if needed and whether the
ear is on the left or on the right side of the head. Another
important aspect is ear detection itself. CVL ear database
already contains cropped images with ears relatively centered,
but in a described environment the authors would again be
forced to calculate that if needed.

But as aforementioned our goal is to provide a background
for a faster and better development of ear recognition tech-
niques as such and not also ear detection.

CVL ear database is freely available per request.

A. Image acquisition

Images were acquired with the help of Google and Bing
search engine APIs. We used two methods for image acquisi-
tion: plain image search and web search with additional web
crawling. The second option was proposed in [12], promising
better results and a possibility of acquiring more images since
both Google and Bing search APIs provide a finite set of image
results. Both methods were implemented using our scripts
written in PHP scripting language.

During the plain image search method, Bing and Google
APIs for image search are called. The returning result set
contains a list of URLs of the images. Using our scripts, we
then visit those URLs and store the images.

During the web search, Google and Bing APIs return a list
of URLs of web sites where the data regarding the search term
is located. The whole process consists of fetching URLs and
then checking and storing content. When URLs are fetched we
begin with the recursive procedure:

1) Meta-information analysis and storing of images:
The meta-information in the header of the website
is fetched and checked. If the meta-information
suggests that the content is text based and contains
HTML document we continue to the next step of
web crawling, if the meta-information suggests the
content is an image we store it and if it is anything
else we stop the process.

2) Web site analysis and URL fetching:
From Document Object Model of the website all
URLs are parsed and filtered whether the initial part
of the search query is present in the URL (or the cor-
responding description). When URLs are obtained,
for each one the step one is called and the procedure
recursively repeats until the wanted image number is
reached.

The procedure taken by the authors in [12] includes fetch-
ing images during web crawling and then applying classifica-
tion method such as SVM [6] for final filtering of the results.
By using the web crawler we were able to acquire more images
but also at a smaller initial accuracy. This recursive procedure
resulted in a high amount of unusable images, where out of
5000, approximately 100 (2%) were usable, even though we
did some prefiltering during the web crawl: only URLs that
meet the criteria described in the previous paragraph were
used.

Our goal was to acquire 500 initial images per person and
then manually reject the obtained results and crop and annotate
the rest of them. We found that for both APIs using this type
of search did not present any problems. The aforementioned
procedure was useful if the search query was ”ear”: the size
of results after rejection was around 5.000 images. But the
procedure did not bring any overall gain when the search query
was ”x y side” (where x represents first and y last name of
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a person), therefore we did not fine tune SVM [6] to use it
to filter final results of web crawling, but instead used image
search results for the majority of the images.

For the purpose of searching for a specific person, image
search was sufficiently successful. Also, executing a local
filtering (with the help of SVM or other learning model) is
harder when a category represents a person A or a person B
etc. instead of a penguin or a tiger as was the case in [12].

B. Image preparation

Methods described in Section III-A provided us with
approximately 8.000 images. Although images at this stage
are already grouped by the persons or search terms (which
in our case means ”x y side”, where x denotes a person’s
first name and y a person’s last name), they still needed to be
annotated and appropriately filtered. For this purpose a simple
tool was developed that enabled quick cropping, annotation
and rejection of unusable images. Note that both Google and
Bing image search APIs yielded good results that contained
only a few images with unrelated content – meaning they
contained objects or other persons. The main reasons for image
rejection were that ears in the images were too small, too
occluded or not visible enough due to bad lightning conditions
or inappropriate viewing angles.

"284": {
"file": "284.png",
"x": 20,
"y": 42,
"d": "l",
"w": 61,
"h": 74

}

Fig. 4: An example image with the corresponding annotation
data from the CVL ear database, where x and y represent
coordinates of the tragus, d direction (l = left, r = right), and
w and h image dimensions.

When building a database it is important to manually check
and filter the content – even if we would use the best state-of-
the-art classifiers and would optimally tune them, it would still
be impossible to guarantee 100% accuracy without manually
checking the results. This also applies to annotating ear areas,
or in our case cropping images.

Next step is the image format conversion. The images that
we acquired in previous steps are in different formats. For
the final database this is not desired because it is hard to
work with a database where each image is in an arbitrary
format. We chose Portable Network Graphics format because
it enables easier manipulation for the final users due to its
lossless properties.

As the last step, tragus centers and ear directions were
added to the annotation data.

In the resulting annotated database some images are de-
liberately repeated with only minor differences, i.e. original

Fig. 5: Diagram showing the process of evaluation.

images were the same (in some cases with small image quality
difference) but the ear was cut out under slightly different
coordinates. It should also be noted that images are not
normalized in any way (color, size etc.) – it is the job of a
researchers to do so, if needed. An example image with the
corresponding annotation data from the CVL ear database is
shown in Figure 4.

IV. EXPERIMENTS

To compare and evaluate CVL ear database with the
existing ones, we decided to extract ear features from the
images, feed them to a classifier, perform verification and
compare the results as shown in Figure 5. We did not focus
on evaluating SIFT or HOG itself but rather on the difference
in classification between different databases.

The performance when using CVL ear database is expected
to be worse than existing databases, because we use images
in the wild that are generally of lower overall quality and
taken under non-laboratory like conditions. The deviation
nevertheless should not be too big (even when using basic
methods) because that would mean that the database is either
too difficult to use or that images are of insufficient quality
for use in ear biometrics. The experiments therefore verify the
applicability of the database.

As the initial step, ear features need to be extracted. We
decided to use two widely used methods for feature detection
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and description: Scale-Invariant Feature Transform (SIFT) [2]
and Histograms of Oriented Gradients (HOG) [4]. Inputs
to both methods were grayscale images. Examples of ear
descriptors of both methods are displayed in Figure 6a and 6b.
We also tried applying gradient to both x and y coordinates,
with the goal of enhancing performance on blurred images
or images where ear features are not as distinct. We did
not achieve better performance, so these experiments are not
shown in the final results.

(a) Scale-Invariant Feature Transform (b) Histogram of Oriented Gradients

Fig. 6: An image from the database with displayed descriptors
after grayscale conversion was made.

A. Acquiring ear descriptors using SIFT

SIFT is a local method that is invariant to image scaling, ro-
tation and partially to change in illumination and 3D transfor-
mation [3], [13]. The mentioned properties make SIFT a good
method for handling ear biometric data and it has been used
in ear detection and recognition [13], [14], [15]. It consists
of four major steps: scale-space extrema detection, key point
localization, orientation assignment, key point descriptor [3],
and we added the fifth: k-means clustering for dimension
reduction [16], [17]. The results of steps two and three can be
seen in Figure 6a, where orientation histograms on the 4 × 4
regions are shown in green. The last step of k-means clustering
is needed because we need to transform data so that it is of an
appropriate dimensions for later classification using Support
Vector Machine (SVM) [6] as described in Subsection IV-C.

In our experiments we used a basic implementation of SIFT
and many things could be optimized. Process of classification
could be enhanced using color SIFT as proposed in [13] or
the input data could be normalized.

B. Acquiring ear descriptors using HOG

The HOG method is useful when illumination variations
or shadowing are present [18]. It has been used in object and
ear detection and recognition [19], [20], [21], [22].

The first step in the HOG calculation process was image
size transformation to fixed 100 × 100 pixels. Since HOG
returns fixed number of features for a given image size this

enables us to feed the results directly into SVM [6] without
applying k-means clustering (or other method) first. The ex-
periments have shown that this did not significantly influence
the performance.

Even though the results vectors were of the same
size, we could still enhance performance by addition-
ally reducing number of attributes using PCA or k-means
clustering [16], [23], [17], [20]. Another viable improve-
ment would be to use different size classes or the so-
called Pyramid Histogram of Oriented Gradients as proposed
in [21], [24], [25], [26].

C. Classification

As the final learning model Support Vector Machine [6]
was used for the verification procedure. Because input vectors
need to be of the same size, certain transformations were
needed while calculating descriptors as mentioned in Subsec-
tions IV-A and IV-B. The training set that was used to learn
SVM consisted of an ear descriptor for each ear and a true/false
value whether the corresponding descriptor belongs to the class
or not. After the learning process, SVM then predicted the most
probable value for each new ear descriptor in the test set. The
procedure was repeated for all the persons in the database.

During learning and testing processes we did not differ-
entiate between left or right ears, because according to [9]
90% of people’s right and left ears are symmetric. Performance
was evaluated using repeated random sub-sampling validation:
dataset was randomly divided into test and train groups with
ratios of 3 to 7 and repeated three times with the final results
being an average over all runs.

D. Results

Results are presented in Table I for HOG descriptors and
Table II for SIFT descriptors. Performance is the overall ratio
of correctly classified subject vs. all subjects. Specificity is
defined as NT

N , where NT represents true negatives (correctly
classified as negatives) and N all negatives. Sensitivity is
defined as PT

P , where PT represents true positives and P
all positives. It is important to notice that in verification
process we want specificity to be as high as possible, while
sensitivity is not that much of an issue. However, emphasis
on the sensitivity should be put when the false rejection rate
is undesired as well. The experiments show that classification
on CVL ear database performs slightly worse that other two
(97.53% vs. 99.92% and 99.85% using HOG descriptors and
87.29% vs. 99.85% and 99.41% using SIFT descriptors),
which is as expected because we used in the wild data. At the
same time the performance is not much worse – if it would
be, it would mean that the database is not applicable when
feature extraction methods like SIFT or HOG are used. Thus,
CVL ear database provides important and challenging source
of data for ear biometric experiments.

V. CONCLUSION

In this paper we presented first publicly available, ear
database in the wild, with the in the wild lightning, occlu-
sions, poses and distortions. The experiments have shown that
although images were acquired from the Internet, meaning
the photographs were taken under unsupervised conditions,
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TABLE I: Results using HOG descriptors and SVM classifier

CVL ear database WPUTEDB IIT Delhi ear database

Performance [%] 97.53 99.92 99.85
Specificity [%] 99.59 100 100
Sensitivity [%] 58.77 59.98 51.06

TABLE II: Results using SIFT descriptors and SVM classifier

CVL ear database WPUTEDB IIT Delhi ear database

Performance [%] 87.29 99.85 99.41
Specificity [%] 93.59 99.94 99.93
Sensitivity [%] 19.55 57.39 37.75

the database is comparable with the existing ones, while
still offering additional challenge for ear recognition methods.
We hope that this database will enable easier comparison of
different ear biometric verification and identification methods
in the research community.

Our plan is to upgrade current database. A version 2 of
the database with much more subjects (hundreds), where each
of them is represented with around 10 images is under con-
struction to present even bigger challenge to the community.
We are also developing a publicly available toolkit for ear
biometric recognition methods with integrated classification
and comparison methods. This should even further improve
the evaluation and comparison of ear biometric recognition
methods.
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